beCuriou presents:

Luxury villas in the ocean

RECOMMENDED FOR

Svimming

Beach lovers

Family

Inspiring a lifetime of rare experiences

Noonu Atoll - Maldives

Inspiration in its Purest Form

Location

An imaginative journey that began over two decades ago,
the Soneva story continues with Soneva Jani, the brand’s
newest luxury resort offering. Inspired by a word that means
‘wisdom’ in Sanskrit, Soneva Jani encompasses a collection
of Water Villas and Island Sanctuaries set within a lagoon of
crystal clear waters, fringed by pristine beaches and blanketed in
lush tropical greenery.

Soneva Jani, located in the Medhufaru lagoon in the Noonu Atoll,
comprises five islands, the largest of which is Medhufaru, which is
150 acres in size. The resort can be reached by a scenic 40 minute
seaplane flight direct from Malé International Airport, a 60 minute
speedboat ride from Soneva Fushi, or by a leisurely halfday cruise
from Soneva Fushi onboard Soneva in Aqua.

The highlight of the islands that the resort calls home is the 5.6
kilometre private lagoon that surrounds it; an awe-inspiring azure
spectacle that inspires a sense of calm.

Stay
The resort is where the embrace of nature is enhanced by the caress
of luxury. Guests will be treated to a unique ‘castaway’ experience
within the spacious villas, which feature beautifully designed
interiors made from the highest quality sustainable materials.

Room with a View: Most Water Villas feature a retractable roof in the master bedroom
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Additional island villas will be completed in 2017.
Each ater illa opens to its very own stretch of sparkling lagoon
and is complete with a private pool. hat’s more, many of the
villas feature slides from the top floor straight into the lagoon and
have a retractable roof to stargaze from the master bedroom.

At Deckadence and our Starlight table, dine under the stars where
you can choose from any of the menus the Chef is creating, or try
the ultimate stargazing dinner at So Starstruck.

Common Amenities

Our Observatory deck, where our resident Astronomer will be on
hand to guide diners around the celestial heavens through our
extraordinary Meade telescope, which is linked to the dining table
tops. iew the stars and planets like never before. Our hef will
inspire with an Eclipse set menu.

So Starstruck

Our villas and reserves offer guests exclusive facilities to enhance
the overall sentiment of intuitive and intelligent luxury, including
private pools, outdoor decks and direct access to the lagoon.
All villas are equipped with:
•
Mr. or Ms. riday utler service
•
Spacious master bedroom, with ad oining kids sleeping area
•
sound system with extensive movie music playlists
•
Open air bathroom with tub, shower and lagoon access
•
icycles or tricycles for every guest
•
A m private swimming pool, with catamaran nets
•
Overwater basket swing seat
•
alk in mini bar with espresso machine and private wine
cellar selection
•
Personal safe, AC and fans
•
Outdoor deck and seating area with sun loungers and
direct access to the lagoon
•
Three dining locations: on the sunken tables on the deck,
in the living room and also the dining sala on the roof terrace

Stunning views across the lagoon from all villas

Dine
he culinary experiences at Soneva Jani are as diverse as
they are memorable, presenting gourmet menus across a variety
of cultures and cuisines, organic offerings, simple barbeques and
elaborate romantic escapades.

The Gathering
he heart of the resort, the athering is a three storey
overwater structure that is home to various dining outlets, as
well as the spa, library, retail area and wine cellar. It is located
next to the Observatory.

So Fresh
he day begins here with an endless spread of fresh fruits,
comforting classics and creative uices from our Juice ar. he day
continues with a bountiful buffet of organic garden salads and live
cooking stations with our wood burning pizza oven, tandoors and
grills with bespoke pizzas and freshly caught and grilled to order
fish. Sunset aperitifs lead into our mouthwatering evening menus.
he sun sets and the hef takes the stage in the central open
kitchen So resh, where he creates a myriad of choices.

So Imaginative
Our dedicated tasting room will host Laboratory dinners where
our Chef will trick your taste buds and your mind with elaborate
disguises. Our Sommeliers create inspired wine tastings and wine
dinners, selecting the best from our cellar.

So Engaging
2 Bedroom Water Retreat

So Engaging is our chefs table offering a mystery menu for 5 very
special guests.

The Gathering Bar
rinks and tapas snacks can be en oyed at any time at this day
into evening overwater bar. aybeds and overwater catamaran
nets overlook the fish filled waters and accompany a light meal or
snack. As the sun starts to set, ease into an organic sunset aperitif.
Our main bar has one of the best selections of freshly made
cocktails, spirits and liqueurs in the Maldives.

So Cool
Soneva is famous for its complimentary Ice ream, hocolate
and Deli rooms, and at Soneva Jani they are all here in So Cool,
with over 50 flavours of ice creams to choose from, handmade
chocolates from our in house chocolatiers and gourmet
charcuterie, cheeses and preserves to be en oyed throughout
the day and evening. Our Sushi Sashimi cold shelf and ine
ellar are also a part of So ool.

Cinema Paradiso
Our overwater, open air cinema is located in a tranquil bay
to the south of the island. hef will create a perfect menu to
accompany the evening’s film.

Other Dining Experiences
In illa ining options are available
hours a day, daily
espoke rivate ining experiences around the lagoon
astaway picnic on deserted beaches
Organic Garden lunches
Cooking classes

Relax
he resort’s selection of experiences caters to every kind of
traveller and includes everything from nature walks and spa
treatments to lazy picnics and beyond. Soneva Jani offers a full
range of activities including water sports, scuba diving, tennis,
dolphin cruises and bicycling along the island’s many trails.

Soneva Spa
Set within he athering, Soneva Spa’s view of the shimmering
lagoon sets the tone for soul therapy. hoose from a menu of
holistic and traditional treatments conducted by highly skilled
therapists using all natural products or indulge in one of the
signature ourneys. Spa treatments are complemented by the fully
equipped gym and yoga pavilion as well as sauna and steam rooms.

The Gathering Wine Cellar
Soneva has gained a worldwide reputation for its unique, hand
picked selection and world class Sommeliers. At Soneva Jani
our wine is housed in a six metre high glass tower, and the list
contains around 50 organic and biodynamic wine. rivate
tastings and dinners can be arranged above the wine tower in
So Imaginative, our beautiful asting oom.
Away from the Gathering, we have two additional dining locations:

Zuhair’s Beach
Our deserted north island is the perfect spot for sunning,
swimming and snorkeling. It is located on the northern
tip of our lagoon close to the overwater villas, and serves
refreshments through the day, with delightful lunches with
the hef cooking only what he can catch and pick. aste the
freshest fish, grilled, barbequed or baked in the sand.

The spacious villas feature beautifully designed interiors

Discover
Soleni Dive Centre
The Soleni Dive Centre’s multi-lingual PADI instructors as well as
the small dive group sizes ensure that you get the best service at
all times. There are many dive sites with rich marine life around
the resort, sure to tempt all marine enthusiasts.

The Observatory
A sophisticated telescope rises up through the floor of
the observatory deck, offering enchanted views of the starry
sky. The deck is surrounded by four dining tables equipped with
screens linked to the view from the telescope.

The Den
A playground for the imagination where children can dress
up, play Lego, and participate in activities around the island,
including snorkelling, gardening, protecting turtles
and much more.

Soneva Jani features the first outdoor ‘silent’ cinema in the Maldives

The Gardens & Labyrinth
Medhufaru island was home to a farm for 10 years before
Soneva Jani was conceptualised, and the extensive gardens
on the isle are still supplying the fruits, vegetables, herbs
and mushrooms to the resort’s kitchens. Wander through the
Labyrinth, a meditative maze created out of ficus hedge that
follows an ancient circular pattern.

Shop and Gallery
The shop includes a range of beautiful clothing, jewellery,
handicrafts, books, homewares and gifts that reflect the
beautiful island.

Library
So Starstruck

The Gathering

The library is located on the top deck of The Gathering
and offers an inspiring and informative selection of literature
on the Maldives and its magnificent underwater world.

Experiences

DON’T MISS

FAMILY

ASTRONOMY

WATER

LAND

CULTURE

DON’T MISS

Robinson Crusoe Castaway Picnic
Prepare yourself for the ultimate Robinson Crusoe experience. Our boats will
whisk you away to one of the deserted islands within our lagoon, with your picnic
basket, snorkelling gear, sunbeds and umbrella and leave you to enjoy the pure
tranquility of a true castaway paradise.
Duration: As per the guest’s wishes

North Beach Private Sunrise Breakfast
Let us whisk you away to North tip of the jetty, where a wonderful continental breakfast,
prepared on the sea shore, awaits. As you delight in a delicious morning meal, bask in the
almost spiritual moment of the sun rising as the waves lap gently onto the seashore.
Duration: 1.5 hours

Sunset Dolphin Cruise
Enjoy an out-of-this-world experience watching playful dolphins in the light of the setting sun.
Cruise the deeper water while indulging in a selection of canapes and sparkling wine, making
some wonderful memories along the way. Although dolphin sightings are not guaranteed, we
know their favourite areas to play.
Duration: 1.5 hours

Private Stargazing
Experience a night under the stars, at the first overwater
observatory in the Maldives. Learn about the secrets of
the night sky with our Astronomer. Choose to combine your
astronomical experience with dinner at So Starstruck,
for a magical over water dining experience under the stars.
Duration: As per the guest’s wishes

Astronomical Dinner Cruise
Join us for an unforgettable astronomical adventure, where you will head
out into the Indian Ocean for this unique dining experience under the stars.
An astronomical adventure under the night sky, head out into the Maldivian
ocean in a landing craft for this unique dining experience. Enjoy dinner and
wines while watching the sun set over the Indian Ocean, before learning
the secrets of the sky from our expert resident Astronomer.
Duration: 4 hours

Tour of our Private Residences
Owners of our Private Residences can enjoy the comforts of home and the luxuries of a resort.
Explore the Private Residences with our team, each with a unique design and layout, and discuss
about how you can customise every detail and the options on offer.
Duration: Dependent on guest request and villa availability

FAMILY

Private Sunset Dolphin Cruise for the Family
Treat your family to an exclusive experience never to be forgotten. Enjoy the sunset and watch the
playful dolphins on a private cruise in the Maldivian waters, all while indulging in a selection of
canapes, champagne and mocktails for the little ones. Although dolphin sightings are not guaranteed,
we know their favourite areas to play.
Duration: 1.5 hours

Private Cinema
Indulge in delicious popcorn and prosecco, as well as comfortable loungers
to recline under the stars as you enjoy a selection of classic and inspirational
movies. Dining and private hire options can also be arranged on request at an
extra charge.
Duration: 2 hours

Children’s Experiences
Our children’s facilities offer a wide range of activities for our youngest Soneva guests to enjoy.
Build a sand castle on Medhufaru’s gorgeous beach, go on a nature trail hike or sail together on
our fantastic catamaran.
Duration: As per the guest’s wishes

ASTRONOMY

So Starstruck Astronomy Dinner
Come to the state of the art, James Bond inspired observatory
for an out of this world dining experience. Sit back and enjoy
great food and drink as the in-house Astronomer takes you
through a journey of the night sky and beyond. Using a 16”
telescope that rises from the ground, there is plenty to see,
talk about and learn.
Duration: 2.5 - 3 hours

Midnight Astronomy Picnic
For a once in a lifetime experience why not join the astronomer and experience a midnight picnic on the
local sandbank underneath the stars, Moon and Milky Way? Spend the evening laying down and chatting
with your personal Astronomer as he focuses greatly on cultural astronomy. Cultural astronomy is the study
of how ancient cultures have used the night sky for orientation, harvesting, hunting and of course stories
to teach what is right and what is wrong. Do not worry, your astronomer is more than happy to point out
the constellations and to talk science with you, so make sure to bring your curiosity with you for this very
unique picnic in the Maldives.
Included in the price is your boat transfer, food hamper, picnic blankets and Astronomer with a laser pointer
and small telescope, as well as champagne.
Duration: 1.5 hours

Private Villa/Beach Astronomy Tours
If you would like an exclusive astronomy experience, then why not travel
with the in-house Astronomer to a local sandbank or beach that sits
further away from the lights of the resort? Traveling by boat, you will get
whisked away to an elusive remote location where you will get a personal
and intimate astronomy experience. This experience can be either a
standalone astronomy experience or it can be enhanced by adding an
amazing food and drink package.
Duration: 1 hour without meal, 2.5 hours with meal

Sunrise Astronomy
Start the day by connecting with what is around you and beyond. Starting early in
the morning at 5am, you will make your way to the James Bond-style observatory
where you will be treated to a different sky than what can be seen from earlier in
the night.Connect to the entire Universe as the in-house Astronomer takes you on
a journey uniting the Earth to the sky andthe cosmos. This tour includes a yummy
breakfast which you can enjoy while looking at the gorgeous sun rising over the
villas.
Duration: 2.5 hours

WATER

Medhufaru Lagoon Snorkelling
Get a glimpse of the extensive ocean marine life as you snorkel through
the Medhufaru lagoon reef, guided by our resident marine biologist. Relish
an aquatic discovery of each and every species of sea life, with a lucky few
encountering our stunning Atoll native sea turtles and rays.
Duration: 1.5 hours

Noonu Atoll Guided Snorkelling
Take an aquatic adventure through the waters of Noonu Atoll and
discover the diversity of Maldivian marine life, guided by our resident
Marine Biologist. Our Atoll native sea turtles and rays may make a special
appearance, as you unearth the magnificence of life below the sea.
Duration: 2 hours

Diving at Soneva Jani
The Soleni Dive Centre’s multi-lingual PADI instructors and the small dive group
sizes ensure that you get a world-class diving experience, whether you’re doing
your first or your hundredth dive. There are many dive sites with rich marine life
around the resort, sure to tempt all marine enthusiasts.

Non-Motorized Water Sports
We offer a range of complimentary non-motorized water sports, including kayaks, stand-up
paddleboards, surfing, windsurfing, kite-surfing and catamarans. Private tuition is available at
an additional charge on an hourly basis.
Duration: As per the guest’s wishes

LAND

Sonu’s Picnic
Take your desert island experience to another level, and try Sonu’s favourite – lunch on a desert island
prepared by your own personal chef. Dip yourself in the crystal clear blue lagoon with our in-house
snorkelling guide while your chef prepares gourmet temptations in the most romantic of settings.
Duration: As per the guest’s wishes

Private Beach Dinner
An exclusive invite to the most private beach
dinner on the South Beach of our beautiful lagoon,
only a short boat ride away from The Gathering.
Take your place at a beautifully-made table on the
water’s edge and enjoy a delicious bespoke menu,
created to suit your culinary palate.
Duration: As per the guest’s wishes

Cooking Classes
Learn to cook your favourite dishes in The Gathering’s beautiful Open Kitchen.
Our chefs will personally guide you through the ingredients and preparations
and once your cooking is finished you can take your seat and enjoy the fruits
of your labour, accompanied by a glass of champagne.
Duration: 1.5 hours

Full Moon Dinner
A unique dining experience prepared only once a month over the
lunar cycle in celebration of the full moon. Entertain your appetite
with dinner under a brightly lit night sky, served on the
sandbar of Baraveli Beach. Please ask your Mr/Ms Friday for this
month’s full moon dates.
Duration: As per the guest’s wishes

Soneva Spa
From soothing scrubs and oils of local coconuts to Tibetan hot stones, we
invite you to embark on sensory journeys of authentic treatments from near
and far. Enter the peaceful enclave of the Soneva Spa and choose from a
variety of body treatments, specialist traditions and wellness therapies.
Duration and Price: Dependent on the treatment chosen

CULTURE

Maghoodhoo Island by Speedboat
Embark on an adventure to Maghoodhoo Island in the Noonu Atoll, with its
beautiful harbour, wise banyan trees and sleepy local village life. Enjoy an
authentic experience of Maldivian hospitality and gain real insight into how
the locals work, rest and play. Please observe the dress code as detailed in the
A-Z compendium.
Duration: 2 hours

Kudafari Island by Speedboat
Unearth a community that has mastered a sustainable
way of living in paradise on the island of Kudafari, a small
fishing island with only 600 inhabitants. Enjoy an authentic
insight into local life and discover a delightful beachside
cafe serving delicious BBQ fish. Please observe the dress
code as detailed in the A-Z compendium.
Duration: 3 hours

Noonu Atoll Adventure by Speed Boat
An adventurous island hopping experience by speedboat, paying a visit to two local islands in the
Noonu Atoll. Enjoy a classic Maldivian lunch in Kudafari island, before you are whisked away to one of
the area’s most beautiful reefs for a one-of-a-kind snorkelling experience. Please observe the dress
code as detailed in the A-Z compendium.
Duration: 3-4 hours
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WHY CHOOSE US

Tailor-Made Services

Diverse Travel Expertise

Competitive Prices

